COMMUNITY UPDATE
RESTART REACHES SIGNIFICANT
MILESTONE: COMMISSIONING
Greetings from Cenovus Superior
Refinery, where we’re excited to
share a significant milestone in the
restart. We have transitioned from
construction to commissioning.

some senior roles, including our new
General Manager, Chris Fortenberry.
Chris started in December, and he and
his wife have relocated to the area. You
can learn more about Chris in this issue.

What does commissioning mean? In
its simplest terms, we are “starting to
start.” Just like a pilot completes a
safety checklist before taking off, we
will go through a
series of checks, tasks,
and activities as we
begin readying units
for operation. Our
runway is a little
Dean Perkins,
longer—
Vice President,
commissioning
Superior Refinery
activities have begun
Restart
and will continue this
year, with a full restart planned for
2023. As we continue commissioning
activities, we’ll talk to the community
regarding timelines, safety and
technology improvements, and our
commitment to reliable and
sustainable operations.

We anticipate starting
commissioning
activities this summer,
with a full restart
planned for 2023.

We’re currently focused on assurance
activities, in which systems and their
associated equipment are undergoing
reviews to ensure they are ready to be
placed back in service. Operators and
technicians are training on new
equipment, systems, responsibilities,
and workflows. And we have filled

Cenovus has owned the refinery for
more than a year now and remains
fully committed to not only a safe
restart but investment in a worldclass operation, and continued social
investment as a Superior community
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partner. We’re showing our
commitment in a number of ways.
This summer will bring new signs for
the site that demonstrate our pride in
the facility. We supported the Lake
Superior Ice Festival as the title
sponsor. Our $300,000 in social
investments in 2021 included assisting
with the Superior Fire Department’s
new 100-foot ladder and platform
truck and supporting veterans’ mental
health programming at the Richard I.
Bong Veterans Historical Center.
Driving past the refinery in 2021, you
could see major changes in our
skyline as we completed heavy crane
lifts to place new columns and towers
into position. This year, we’re still the
busiest place in town, with more than
1,000 workers on site daily. However
we’re measuring progress differently
this year. We’ll soon be finished
building the plane and we’re readying
it for takeoff. This new phase has us
inspired for a productive 2022.

Cenovus Superior Refinery leadership check out the refinery’s sculpture from the Lake Superior Ice Festival.
Check out more event photos on the back page.

Q&A WITH CHRIS FORTENBERRY
Chris joined Cenovus Superior
Refinery in December, becoming the
facility’s new general
manager. He brings a
broad range of oil and
gas and petrochemical
experience to
Superior. After
Chris Fortenberry, spending much of his
General Manager
career in Louisiana
and Alabama, he has also more
recently spent time in Trinidad and
Anchorage, Alaska. He and his wife
relocated to the area, and his six adult
children live around the world.
Get to know Chris:

Q. What drew you to Superior and
to the refinery?
A. What drives me and gets me out of
bed in the morning is knowing I can
make a difference. I thrive in a place
where I can help each and every
person understand that they can also
make a difference. True joy for me
comes in unleashing that energy
across an organization and seeing
people grow to achieve more than
they thought possible.

The refinery and this community are
filled with possibility. I feel such a
sense of optimism and positive energy
here, and that’s a great place to be,
from a leadership perspective. Now
that I’ve been here a few months, it’s
feeling like home — our embrace of
the winter, the welcoming and hardworking people I’ve met. I’m enjoying
getting to know the community.

restart the right way, and I’m excited
for the journey. I know that the
community is focused on a safe
restart, and certainly Cenovus is too;
safety is our top value. But it’s deeper
than that. The
company’s expectation
for us is a world class
operation, and we
have the tools and
supports to get there.
Cenovus understands
the role the refinery
plays in the region’s
economy and its key
position to create
value for the company.

they’ve given you, or a lesson
you’ve learned, that you apply as
a leader of a new organization?

A. There are lots of ways to “be in
charge” at an organization, especially
when you’re the new
guy. But leading to me
means empowering
people to do their best
work. If we have a
combined clear vision
and objectives, my job
is to foster a culture of
ownership and
support continuous
improvement.
Engaged employees
who are always trying
to get better is a
powerful thing.

“What drives
me and gets
me out of bed
in the morning
is knowing I
can make a
difference.”

Q. Chris, you have
lived in multiple
places, with distinct
cultures, languages,
geographies, etc.
What have you learned about
making a new place home?

A. My wife and I have six children and
two grandchildren, and family is our
primary focus, no matter where we
are, and that has always grounded
me. My children also now live all
around the world, and I think because
of our travels, they’ve learned to be
successful wherever they’re planted.

Q. Think back over your career
and the leaders you’ve worked
with. What’s a piece of advice

Q. Now, the
important stuff. Any
sports team or teams you follow?
Where do you land on football?
Hockey?

A. I’m a big college football fan,
especially LSU. Geaux Tigers! My other
sporting passion is hunting. I fell in love
with the adventure hunts in Alaska
while there and try to make a trip back
each year. Generally speaking, I just
love the outdoors and often am on ski
slopes, hiking, and riding 4-wheelers
when I’m not spending time with the
family. I’m lucky that my first season in
Superior was winter.

Online and Social Media
Cenovus Superior Refinery

Q. Cenovus has been the owner of
the refinery for more than a year
now. What do you want the
community to understand about
the direction the refinery is
headed under this new company?
A. Cenovus cares about this facility,
about making the investment to

	Learn more about Cenovus
at cenovus.com

REMINDER

We test our Emergency Response
System on the third Tuesday
of every month at 10 a.m.

Get In Touch
	Email your questions to:
superior.refinery@huskyenergy.com
	Superior Refinery Community
Information Line 715-718-8585
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PRODUCTS*:
GASOLINE
16,400 bbls/d

DIESEL

10,700 bbls/d

(largest supplier to St. Louis
and Douglas counties)

ASPHALT

16,400 bbls/d

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT
including $100,000 to Head of the Lakes United Way
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Commissioning
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• Superior Refinery is
committed to safe and
reliable operations
• Strong safety
management system
guides day-to-day
operations

REBUILD HIGHLIGHTS
• Same configuration and capacity
• Additional safety enhancements,
modernized and more energy efficient
facility

LOCAL EMPLOYMENT
• During the busiest periods, there
will be hundreds of additional
contractors working on site
• We are using local companies and
servicers wherever possible

• Incorporates advances in technology
and efficiencies made across the refining
industry to achieve emissions reductions
*Economic impact, taxes and product information is based on refinery operating at full capacity after rebuild

www.cenovus.com
cenovus.com

• Involvement of refinery
employees and
contractors is key to
safety
- Receive significant
training every year
• Continuous improvement
of safety processes
• On-site dedicated
Emergency Response
Team

LAKE SUPERIOR ICE FESTIVAL
In January, we celebrated with the community a bigger and better Lake Superior Ice Festival,
supporting the event as the title sponsor. Enjoy a look back at the event as we plan for next year!

STRENGTHENING THE COMMUNITIES WHERE WE OPERATE
Cenovus Superior Refinery invested more than $300,000 with community partners in 2021.
Highlights include:
Together with our employees,
donating $100,000 to Head of
the Lakes United Way, again
making us the agency’s largest
contributor.

Completing an $80,000
commitment to the
Superior Fire Department to
help fund a new 100-foot ladder
and platform truck.

Contributing $10,000 to
the Richard I. Bong Veterans
Historical Center supporting
veterans’ mental health
programming.

Making a $50,000 holiday contribution ($10,000 each) to five area non-profits addressing some of
Superior’s most pressing needs: Boys and Girls Club of the Northland, Center Against Sexual and Domestic
Abuse, Harbor House Crisis Shelters, Second Harvest Northern Lakes Food Bank, Solid Rock Safe Haven.

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS AND INFORMATION
This document contains certain forward-looking statements and forward-looking information (collectively referred to as “forwardlooking information”) within the meaning of applicable securities legislation, including the United States Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995, about our current expectations, estimates and projections about the future, based on certain assumptions
made by us in light of our experience and perception of historical trends. Although we believe that the expectations represented
by such forward-looking information are reasonable, there can be no assurance that such expectations will prove to be correct.
Forward-looking information in this document is identified by words such as “achieve”, “committed”, “continue”, “expect”, “focus”,
“plan”, “will” or similar expressions and includes suggestions of future outcomes, including, but not limited to, statements about:
general strategic plans and growth strategies; the expected timing of the commencement of commissioning and the restart of
operations at the Superior Refinery; achieving emissions reductions through advancements in technology; expected economic
impact, taxes and production at full capacity following rebuild; continued social investment in the Superior community; number of
contractors to be employed at the rebuild site during the busiest periods; and annual spend on salaries, contractors and vendors.
Developing forward-looking information involves reliance on a number of assumptions and consideration of certain risks and
uncertainties, some of which are specific to Cenovus and others that apply to the industry generally.
Readers are cautioned that the foregoing lists are not exhaustive and are made as at the date hereof. Cenovus undertakes no
obligation to update or revise any forward-looking information except as required by law. Events or circumstances could cause actual
results to differ materially from those estimated or projected and expressed in, or implied by, the forward-looking information. For
additional information regarding Cenovus’s material risk factors, the assumptions made, and risks and uncertainties which could
cause actual results to differ from the anticipated results, refer to “Risk Management and Risk Factors” and “Advisory” in Cenovus’s
MD&A for the period ended December 31, 2021 and to the risk factors, assumptions and uncertainties described in other documents
Cenovus files from time to time with securities regulatory authorities in Canada and the US (available on SEDAR at sedar.com, on
EDGAR at sec.gov and Cenovus’s website at cenovus.com).
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